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TreeActiv Anti-Acne Pillow Spray 
Amazon Link 

 

Title 

TreeActiv Anti-Acne Pillow Spray, Lavender | Pimple Prevention & Freshener for 
Bedding, Blanket, Fabric, Linen Sheets, Pillows, & Pillowcases | Tea Tree 

Sleeping Mist for a Deep Sleep | 1000+ Sprays 
 

Bullet Points or Features 
• DEEP-CLEANSING PILLOW MIST: Our Lavender pillow spray targets bad 

odor and acne-causing dirt on your pillowcases, beddings, blankets, and 

other sheets; this Lavender linen spray even helps combat hormonal and 

cystic acne as you enjoy a relaxing sleep 

• OFFERS 1000+ SPRAYS: A little goes a long way with our Lavender spray 

for sleep with Peppermint Essential Oil; unlike an ordinary sleep spray for 

pillows, our proactive Tea Tree Essential Oil spray lets you enjoy a calm 

sleep and wake up pimple-free 

• A GENTLE FABRIC SPRAY: Our sleep pillow mist with Tea Tree Oil, 

Lavender Essential Oil, and Peppermint Oil is safe for all skin types; with 

its calming aromatherapeutic benefits, you can get a peaceful sleep 

without worrying about skin irritation 

• FRAGRANT TREATMENT FOR ACNE-PRONE SKIN: Our bed linen spray and 

pillow spray for sleeping deeply cleanses to prevent facial, scalp, and even 

chest acne; in short, our anti-acne pillowcase and linen spray for bedding 

reduces your chances of a breakout 

• DIRECTIONS FOR USE: Apply our Aloe Vera pillow mist sleep spray 

directly to pillowcases and the surrounding area before going to bed at 

night or taking a nap during the day; use as often as desired; for an odor-

free space, use our Air Freshener Spray 

  

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B08C3XXQDQ
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Product Description 

 

A Soothing Pillow Cleanser 

 

Looking for the best nature-powered mist with a strong yet sweet aroma that 

works to help you sleep well like a baby? Rest better with this potent Lavender 

bed spray that's also infused with pure Clary Sage Oil and Camomile. It rids 

acne-causing irritants from pillowcases and beddings, reducing your chances of 

waking up with zits. Its blend of ingredients will leave your face feeling light and 

your linens fresh with its long-lasting scent as it helps you stay asleep. 

 

Now you can just drift into a restful, anxiety-free night at home or wherever you 

are with our rest and meditation spray that's like therapy in a bottle. Different 

from other aids and products, it helps you sleep with its aromatherapeutic 

blends that smell great and make you feel good. Another advantage is it's safe 

for sensitive or oily skin. 

 

Functions 

• pillow spray to help relax the mind 

• pimples control and scars healing solution 

• overnight mood-elevating spray 

• pregnancy-safe blackhead, dots, and acne terminator 

• scented sprayable flight pillow mist 

• bath, yoga mat, spa, and massage spray 

• bedtime relief for adult women and men, teen, boys, girls 

 

Dive into clean, silky sheets or mattress with a botanical mist that's safe for pets 

and kids; our Lavender Essential Oil spray has no chemical fragrances, helping 

you sleep more soundly. Unlike other pillow sprays or things to help you sleep, 

this natural product is perfect for travel, so you can get that extra sleep even 

when you're on the move. To clear exposed, active, severe, and stubborn marks 

or dark spots, use our rapid acne-drying Cystic Acne Spot Treatment, Acne Scar 

Cream, Balancing Herbal Toner, and Sulfur + Charcoal Acne Exfoliating Face 

Wash. Complete the 90-day system kit with our Acne Treatment Face Cream 

Moisturizer with Salicylic Acid. 
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Listing Images 

 

Benefits 

 

• freshens up pillowcases, beddings, & blankets 

• formulated with naturally purifying ingredients 

• leaves a fragrant, calming lavender scent 

• promotes a “feel-good” atmosphere 

• safe for sensitive & acne-prone skin 

 

Directions 

 

Apply directly to your pillowcases and the surrounding area before going to bed 

at night or taking a nap during the day. 

 

Use as often as desired.  
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